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Spirit launches range of off-the-shelf mobile enterprise apps

Spirit Data Capture Limited, the specialist independent mobile enterprise
consultancy, has launched a new range of off-the-shelf software applications
designed to streamline various supply chain processes. The company has been
developing bespoke applications for many years, but these are its first off-the-shelf
software products. The new apps can be installed on a wide array of handheld
devices and promise benefits of improved efficiency, accuracy and reliability.

The first of the new products is an ePoD (electronic Proof of Delivery) app, designed
for any company that is partly or wholly involved in distribution. The app has several
modules, so users can pick those that they need. They include Warehousing;
Vehicle Inspections; Task Management; Deliveries; Return to Depot; and Customer
Surveys. The app will integrate easily with existing systems and, along with the web
dashboard, can be customised with the company’s own brand, colours and logo.

The second new app is ePoD in the Last Mile. This is similar to the ePoD app but
has been developed specifically for local companies that deal with the final stage of
a delivery by taking over from a nationwide distributor. Getting things right at this
critical stage of the delivery process can make all the difference between failure and
success.

The third product in the range is an Inspection app, designed for any organisation
that needs to carry out regular quality assurance inspections. It uses pre-determined
standards to ensure consistently high quality, accurate and reliable results. The app
can be used in many different markets and for many types of inspections – from
buildings to roads and from vehicles to individual items such as fire extinguishers.

Ebbie Khadem, Spirit’s Managing Director, comments: “We’re delighted to add these
three very versatile applications to our range of software. We believe that they will
streamline operations whilst also improving their accuracy and reliability – making life
easier for the users whilst also helping them to enhance their own customer
satisfaction levels.”
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